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We ombine orresponden e analysis (CA) and K -means lustering to
divide Dortmund's distri ts into groups that are asso iated to parti ular variables
and thus represent a so ial luster. CA visualizes asso iations between rows and
olumns of a frequen y matrix and an be used for dimension redu tion. Based on
the rst three dimensions after CA mapping we nd a stable partition into ve
lusters. We further identify variables that are highly asso iated with the luster
enters and thus represent a luster's so ial ondition.

Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
The ity of Dortmund is regarded as a highly heterogeneous urban area.
The 170 distri ts omprise the ity enter (the an ient Dortmund) and inorporated suburbs that are nowadays either onne ted to the ity enter or
maintained as village-like entities. The ity overs industrial areas as well as
elds and forests.
The GfKl 2004 Contest provides data of 200 variables for ea h distri t.
The question is whether the ity's heterogeneity is re e ted in the data and
whether it is possible to lassify the distri ts with respe t to their so ial
environment. Sin e the de nition of \so ial environment" is wide, we do not
only regard typi al so ial variables like amount of unemployed adults. By
de ning general presele tion rules based on orrelation and variability, we
arrive at a set of variables that does not only represent so ial but general
residential information.
The redu ed data set is submitted to orresponden e analysis (CA). CA
is a useful tool to visualize asso iations between rows and olumns of a frequen y matrix, that is between distri ts and variables. Row and olumn ve tors are simultaneously mapped into a spa e where the similar dire tion of
ve tors re e ts their asso iation. Proximity of distri ts alone re e ts lose
relationship with respe t to similar asso iated variables. We apply K-means
lustering after mapping to orresponden e spa e. We derive a stable luster
pattern of distri ts that an be interpreted with regard to the orresponding
variables.
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Alosaus
BJ49bis57
BJ83bis92
GebBest10ins
GenNeuins
InstdtUmZuzus
PKW
Sterbzus

Alosdeut
BJ58bis62
BJ93bis01
GebBest1und2ins
Hhins
Kins
Sozempfzus
WanZuzus

Table 1.

BJ01bis19
BJ63bis72
BJbis1900
GebBest3ins
HWBinsA
LKW
sozvpflBes hAus
WGeb
auins

BJ19bis48
BJ73bis82
Fins
Gebzus
HWBinsD
Mins
sozvpflBes hDeut
Zugmas hine

List of remaining variables after prepro essing.

2 Material and methods

Material. The data set onsists of 170 distri ts overing Dortmund and 200
variables olle ted in 2002. The variables give omplete inventory of population (German, foreign, births, deaths, movements), unemployment, so ial
welfare, buildings (sto k, onstru tion, overed area) and motor vehi les. All
variables are measured as absolute frequen ies ex ept those representing areas. Area variables are given in square meters, the total area is given in
he tares. We ex lude the variables \total population" (HBWins) and \total
area" (Fla heha) and use them for s aling.
The data set is a ompanied by geographi al information. For ea h distri t
a planar polygonal representation is given to a ount for spatial relations.

Variable presele tion and s aling. Many variables are linear ombinations of others or are otherwise highly orrelated. We s an variables belonging
to one topi separately. For ea h group of variables with mutual orrelation
oeÆ ients ex eeding 0:7 one representative is sele ted manually. If possible, the variable ontaining a grand total is preferred. The four variables
regarding welfare re ipients are merged into one variable (Sozempfzus).
The remaining variables are s aled with their median absolute deviation.
Variables with median absolute deviation of zero are removed from further
onsideration. The presele tion pro ess results in 32 variables, none of them
ontains area (see Table 1).
The ity distri ts di er with respe t to population and area. Ea h distri t
is s aled with its density, that is inhabitant per he tare. After prepro essing and s aling, the remaining data matrix ontains informative variables
omparable on the same s ale.
Corresponden e analysis. Given a matrix of absolute frequen ies, we
an ompute the 2 test statisti for homogeneity. Similar to prin ipal omponent analysis, CA provides the mapping of variables into a lower spa e
while preserving a onsiderable per entage of the 2 statisti . CA maps row
and olumn ve tors simultaneously into the same spa e. A row and a olumn
ve tor are positively asso iated if they point to the same dire tion, that is
share a small angle. The more remote they are from the origin, the more
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asso iated they are. Row and olumn ve tors pointing to opposite dire tions
an be interpreted as negative asso iations. In the following, we introdu e
the main on epts of CA. For detailed theory and further on epts see for
example Mirkin (1996, hap. 2.3.3) and Nakayama (2001).
Let N be a matrix of absolute frequen ies with r rows, olumns, entries
nij and grand total n. Hen e, F = n 1 N is the matrix of orresponding
relative frequen ies. We further de ne Dr as the r  r diagonal matrix of
mean row pro le (n1: =n; : : : ; nr: =n) and D as the  diagonal matrix of
mean olumn pro le (n:1 =n; : : : ; n: =n), where ni: and n:j are row and olumn
sums of N.
The distan e between two olumns j and j 0 of N an be measured in 2
distan e d2 :


r
X
n nij nij 2
2
0
:
(1)
d (j; j ) =
ni: n:j n:j
i=1
0

0

The 2 distan e is dire tly onne ted to the Eu lidean distan e: If we apply
~ = Dr 1=2FD 1 , then d(j; j 0 ) is the Eu lidean distan e
the transformation F
~.
between olumns j and j 0 of F
The obje tive of CA is to nd a mapping of the olumns of N from spa e
Rr to a lower dimensional spa e Rm with m < r. The relative positions of two
olumns in 2 distan e before mapping and Eu lidean distan e after mapping
are preserved. A suitable mapping is found by singular value de omposition
of the matrix S with:

S=D

D 1 2 1 1 D1 2 :
(2)
Singular value de omposition de omposes S into S = VW . The matri es
V and W ontain left and right singular ve tors respe tively. Matrix  is
the diagonal matrix of singular values 1       > 0 with k  min(r; ).
The olumns of N an be presented in spa e R as the olumns of C with:
r

1=2

FD

1=2

=

r

r

T
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k
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(3)

where ws denotes the sth olumn of W.
Applying the same onsiderations to the rows of N it follows that the
rows an be presented as the olumns of R with:


R = 1 Dr 1=2v1 ; : : : ; k Dr 1=2vk ;
(4)
where vs denotes the sth olumn of V.
The total sum of squares of S is equal to the 2 statisti of N divided by
n. The value 2 =n is alled inertia, a term that interprets relative frequen y
as mass. Due to singular value de omposition, the total inertia is equal to the
sum of squared singular values of S. We ompute
P the proportion of inertia
explained by the rst singular value as 21 = ks=1 2s . Regarding a hosen
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proportion of explained inertia, we represent the data in a lower dimensional
spa e Rm by only onsidering the rst m olumns of C and R.
K -means lustering. The K-means algorithm of Hartigan and Wong
(1979) divides data points into K lusters. Initially, K data points are hosen
randomly as luster enters. In an iterative pro ess, the algorithm assigns a
data point to a luster if this minimizes the within- luster sum of squares
of Eu lidean distan es to the enter. The enters are updated by repla ing
them with the mean of within- luster points. The iteration stops in a lo al
minimum, that is, no reallo ation of points results in a smaller within- luster
sum of squares.
The number of lusters K is hosen su h that the resulting partition of
points into lusters is optimal with respe t to a luster validation index. A
suitable index is based on the silhouette s ore si for data point i:
bi ai
;
(5)
si =
max(ai ; bi )
where ai denotes the average Eu lidean distan e between point i and its
within- luster points. For all lusters not ontaining point i, the average distan e between i and within- luster points is omputed. The term bi denotes
the minimum of these values, that is the average distan e of i to its nearest
neighboring luster. The silhouette s ore ranges from -1 to 1. A s ore near 1
supports the allo ation of i to an appropriate luster. A point allo ated to
an inadequate luster has a s ore near -1.
A general validation index for a spe i K-means partition is given by
the global silhouette s ore, that is the mean silhouette s ore over all points.
The highest global silhouette s ore leads to the optimal number of lusters.
Two runs of K-means an lead to di erent partitions if the initial enters
were hosen with random seeds. The pro ess is stable if a reasonable perentage of several runs with K random enters results in identi al partitions.
Therefore, we propose a se ond measure for luster validation: A pro ess is
stable if the resulting partitions are highly on entrated, that is, a small number of non-identi al partitions is observed with high frequen y. We allow a
di eren e in one point to all two partitions identi al. Given l non-identi al
partitions with observed relative frequen ies ^j , j = 1; : : : ; l, we measure
on entration via normalized entropy NEK :
NEK =

X
l

j

=1

^j

log ^j
:
log l

(6)

A low value of normalized entropy orresponds to high on entration. Therefore, the lowest value of normalized entropy leads to the optimal number of
lusters.
The relationship between 2 and Eu lidean distan e in CA suggests that
lustering on Eu lidean distan es after CA mapping is equivalent to lustering on original 2 distan es. Clustering an be performed dire tly on the
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Biplot of distri ts ( ir les) and variables (squares) based on rst two dimensions after CA mapping.

Fig. 1.

original data set using 2 distan es. Nevertheless, a stable partition is often
gained after dimension redu tion. We apply CA rst and hoose the number of dimensions and the number of lusters based on global silhouette and
normalized entropy s ores.
We use the statisti al software R, version 1.7.1 with in orporated fun tions
kmeans and silhouette, for data analysis (Ihaka and Gentleman (1996)).
Sour e ode is available on request.

3 Results
After prepro essing, the s aled data matrix ontaining 170 distri ts and 32
variables is submitted to CA. Figure 1 presents the two-dimensional biplot
of distri ts and variables after mapping. Distri ts and variables that point
to the same dire tion are positively asso iated. From this low dimensional
plot we an already assume more than three lusters of distri ts whi h are
asso iated with the same variables. Many distri ts s atter around the origin
and are not asso iated with a parti ular variable.
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Fig. 2. Map of Dortmund ity distri ts after orresponden e lustering. Distri ts
of one olor belong to one luster.

As su essive CA dimensions explain fewer per entages of inertia, we fo us
on the rst m dimensions that lead to high silhouette s ores. The performan e
of K-means also depends on the number of luster enters. We maximize the
global silhouette s ore with respe t to the number of CA dimensions and
the number of lusters. For K ranging from two to ten and the number of
dimensions ranging from three to eleven we ondu t 1 000 partitions ea h and
ompute the mean global silhouette s ore for ea h ombination. The maximal
mean s ore is rea hed for partitions with four lusters on three dimensions
followed losely by ve lusters on three dimensions. The latter has a three
times lower standard error. Regarding the ombination of mean s ore and
standard error we hoose ve lusters on three dimensions. The rst three
dimensions together explain 58.5% of total inertia.
The 5-means lustering on three dimensions is also optimal regarding its
on entration. We ondu t 10 000 runs for ea h ombination of dimensions
and luster enters as above. The minimal normalized entropy is rea hed for
ve lusters and three dimensions where the algorithm onverges at high rate
to the luster pattern shown in Figure 2.
In addition, a randomization test for spatial orrelation is performed to
test whether neighboring distri ts in CA are also near in reality. A spatial orrelation test ompares two distan e matri es orresponding to the
same variables by orrelation oeÆ ient and assigns a randomization p-value
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Maps of inner ity luster (21 distri ts), western ir le (57 distri ts) and
eastern ir le (59 distri ts).

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

Maps of northern suburbs (22 distri ts) and small luster (11 distri ts).

(Manly (2001, hap. 9)). One distan e matrix ontains the mutual Eu lidean
distan es based on the rst three CA dimensions. The entries of the se ond
matrix are 1 if two distri ts are real neighbors, that is, if they share at least
one point in their polygonal representation, and 0 if not. The two matri es are
weakly negatively orrelated but show a signi ant p-value < 0:0001 based
on 10 000 randomizations. Therefore, lustering on CA mapping orresponds
to the simple neighboring relationship of distri ts.
Dortmund is divided into a small, two mediate and two large lusters.
As suggested by the spatial orrelation analysis, most members of a luster
are onne ted geographi ally. The inner ity distri ts luster together and
are surrounded by the two large lusters. The latter span a ir le of outer
ity distri ts, a umulating the western and eastern distri ts respe tively.
A fourth luster ontains mostly northern rural suburbs but also eastern
industrial areas and a part of the ity enter. The smallest luster is s attered
over Dortmund with emphasis on south-eastern distri ts. Figures 3 and 4
show maps of ea h luster versus the others.
Finally, we identify those variables that are highly asso iated with the
luster enters. In three-dimensional spa e we ompute length of variable
ve tors and angles between enters and variables. The smaller the angle and
the further apart from the origin the variable point is, the higher is the
asso iation to the orresponding luster. We sele t variables with an angle
smaller than 0.3 in radiant and a ve tor length greater than 0.4.
The analysis shows that all lusters are asso iated with one or more variables ex ept the western ir le whi h is simply not asso iated with any vari-
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Fig. 5.

able. Figure 5 shows a biplot similar to Figure 1 but with distri ts represented
by their luster enters. Variables that are highly asso iated with the nearest
luster enter are labeled.
Six variables are positively asso iated to the inner ity luster: So ial
welfare re ipients (Sozempfzus), unemployed foreigners (Alosaus), foreign
population (HWBinsA), foreigners subje ted to so ial insuran e ontribution
(sozvpflBes hAus), immigration (WanZuzus) and residential building sto k
with 10 and more apartments (GebBest10ins). Distri ts of the inner ity
luster are separable from other distri ts with respe t to their similar high
relative frequen ies of these variables. Before interpreting these variables in
a so ial ontext one has to keep in mind that all remaining variables were
sele ted as representatives of their group.
The eastern ir le is asso iated to building sto k variables spanning the
sixties and eighties as years of onstru tion (BJ58bis62, BJ63bis72 and
BJ82bis92). Distri ts in this luster have similar high relative frequen ies
of postwar building sto k. The luster of northern suburbs shows high frequen ies of very old houses (BJbis1900) and tra tors (Zugmas hine).
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The small luster is positively asso iated with the variable GenNeuins,
that is total building permits for residential buildings with living spa e. The
interpretation of building permits with respe t to so ial environment is diÆult: High numbers of new buildings either represent development areas that
usually attra t young families or represent dense housing areas of lower so ial
level.

4 Con lusion
After ne essary prepro essing steps, the remaining data set was submitted
to orresponden e analysis. Examination of the rst two dimensions after
mapping already suggested that the distri ts do not form a homogeneous
entity. Considering the rst three new dimensions a stable partition into ve
lusters was found: The inner ity and adja ent distri ts, a western and an
eastern ir le, a luster of northern suburbs and industrial areas and a small
luster s attered over the outer ity area.
For four lusters we identi ed highly asso iated variables whi h represent
populational stru ture and building sto ks. However, the interpretation regarding the so ial environment is restri ted to the in luded variables. The
western ity luster is not parti ularly asso iated with any variable and represents the luster of remaining distri ts after separation of other lusters.
The analysis re e ts Dortmund's so ial onditions in 2002. To monitor
hanges in so ial or residential onditions, next year's data an be submitted
to the same pro edures with redu ed variables as in 2002. Few hanges in
2003 will probably result in a similar partition, whereas dramati hanges
may lead to an altered number of lusters and other asso iated variables.
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